Recent observations with the LOWL instrument have for the rst time provided a uniform set of frequencies that allow detailed inversion for the structure of much of the Sun's deep interior. We present the results of inverting the LOWL data and compare them with the corresponding results obtained using inhomogeneous data sets from more than one instrument. Furthermore, improvements in the description of the required physics motivates the calculation of new solar models. Thus we present results of inversions of the LOWL data against several reference models using up-to-date physics. In models including the gravitational settling of helium, the sound speed and density agree with the Sun to within substantially better than 1%. We test various modi cations to the physics of the models, to see if the remaining small (but signi cant) discrepancy between the Sun and the models can be removed. We nd that none of the modi cations tested can adequately account for the remaining discrepancy, though a small increase in helium di usion in the core gives a modest improvement over the standard di usion model. Finally, we nd that the seismic data support theoretical calculations which indicate that settling of heavier elements has reduced the present surface value of Z by about 8% relative to its mean interior value.
Introduction
As is well known, the observed solar p-mode frequencies provide an extremely useful diagnostic of the internal structure of the Sun, and permit us to test in considerable detail the physics used in the theory of stellar structure. In particular, one can use the frequencies to infer the variation of sound speed with depth (Christensen-Dalsgaard et al. 1985) . Over the past ten years, the data and the inversion techniques have improved considerably, but the structure of the energy-generating core remains rather uncertain. Few of the observed modes are sensitive to this region, namely only the most deeply penetrating low-degree p modes. Furthermore, the frequencies of these modes and of the higher-degree modes used in the inversions have been determined from di erent observations: the frequencies at low degree coming from whole-disk measurements while the majority of the data come from resolved measurements. Any systematic di erences between the di erent datasets may be interpreted in the inversions as being due to structural features in the Sun. Such systematic differences might arise from di erent instrumental characteristics, di erences in analysis techniques, or from temporal variations in the solar p modes if the different observations are not exactly contemporaneous. The di culties of determining the core structure from such inhomogeneous datasets are well illustrated by Gough & Kosovichev (1993) and Gough, Kosovichev & Toutain (1995) (see also Basu et al. 1995a ).
The recently-constructed LOWL instrument has been designed speci cally to make possible the accurate observation of low-and intermediate-degree modes with the same instrument (Tomczyk et al. 1995b ). Thus we can perform inversions for solar structure extending into the core using a homogeneous set of frequency data. Observations with the instrument started in February 1994, and we now have a homogeneous set of solar p-mode frequencies with degrees l = 0 ? 80 for a six-month observing run.
The input physics used in modelling the solar interior has also been re ned over the past decade. The opacities and equation of state have been revised, leading to better agreement with the observed frequencies (e.g. Christensen-Dalsgaard, D appen & Lebreton 1988; Dziembowski, Pamyatnykh & Sienkiewicz 1992; Berthomieu et al. 1993; Gabriel 1994) . The inclusion of the gravitational settling of helium and heavier elements in the models also appears to bring the model closer to the Sun (e.g. Cox, Guzik & Kidman 1989; Christensen-Dalsgaard, Pro tt & Thompson 1993; Basu & Antia 1994) , although Guenther, Pinsonneault & Bahcall (1993) found no obvious improvement in straight frequency comparisons between the Sun and models including helium settling.
We have computed models using recent physics and carried out inversions of the LOWL data using these models as reference. If we include helium settling, but make no ad hoc adjustments to the physics to match the observations, the inferred di erences between the Sun and the model in squared sound speed and density are below 0.5%; a corresponding model without helium settling shows very substantially larger di erences. The results also demonstrate the sensitivity of the comparison with the observations to even quite modest changes in the physics or input parameters. In particular, a small increase in the rate of helium di usion leads to a model that appears to agree with the Sun to within 0.15% in squared sound speed and 0.5% in density, throughout most of the inner 80% of the solar radius.
Observations and inversion technique
Our data were derived from observations made between February 26 and August 26 1994 using the LOWL instrument situated on the Mauna Loa, Hawaii. For details of the instrument see Tomczyk et al. (1995b) ; details of the basic data analysis were given by Schou (1992) and Tomczyk, Schou & Thompson (1995a) . Our dataset comprises 702 modes with degrees l = 0?80 and frequencies in the range 1500 Hz to 3500 Hz.
The inversion technique is based upon linearizing di erences between the Sun and a reference solar model. The di erences in frequencies between the Sun and model can then be related to structural differences between the two. Speci cally, the frequency di erences can be expressed as weighted integrals of di erences in some pair of structural variables:
f 2 (r) dr (1) plus a term arising from near-surface errors, both in the model and in the representation of the mode physics (e.g. Dziembowski, Pamyatnykh & Sienkiewicz 1990) . Here ! i is the di erence in the frequency ! i of the i th mode between the solar data and a reference model. The functions f 1 and f 2 are an appropriate pair of structural variables; and the kernels K i 1;2 and K i 2;1 are known functions of the reference model which relate the changes in frequency to the changes in f 1 and f 2 respectively.
A number of di erent linear inversion techniques can be used for inverting the constraints (1): we have used the Subtractive Optimally Localized Averages method of Pijpers & Thompson (1993) . The precise implementation of the method is as described by Basu et al. (1995a) . (For further details on the structure of the problem, see also Basu et al. 1995b.) We have performed inversions for sound speed, formulating the problem in terms of f 1 = c 2 , the square of the sound speed, and f 2 = , the density. If we assume that the equation of state of the Sun is the same as that in the reference model, and that the abundances of elements heavier than helium are known precisely, then one can also formulate the problem in terms of di erences in density and helium abundance Y by mass, for example: we have used this formulation to perform inversions for density, with (f 1 ; f 2 ) = ( ; Y ).
The principle of the inversion technique is to form linear combinations of equations (1) with weights c i (r 0 ) chosen such as to obtain an average of f 1 =f 1 localized near r = r 0 while suppressing the contributions from f 2 =f 2 and the near-surface errors. In addition, the statistical errors in the combination must be constrained. If successful, the result may be ex- 
of unit integral, determines the extent to which we have achieved a localized measure of f 1 =f 1 . In particular, the width in r of K(r 0 ; r), here calculated as the distance between the rst and third quartile point, provides a measure of the resolution.
The solar models
The basic calculation of the solar models was essentially as presented by Christensen-Dalsgaard (1982) , but including in most cases also helium di usion and settling as described by Christensen-Dalsgaard, Proftt & Thompson (1993) . Thermodynamic quantities were obtained from interpolation in tables based on the MHD equation of state Mihalas, D appen & Hummer 1988; Mihalas et al. 1990 ), using the MHD(F) case (for details, see Christensen-Dalsgaard & D appen 1992) . We used OPAL opacities, including spin-orbit interaction and calculated with the meteoritic iron abundance, at temperatures higher than 10 4 K (e.g. Iglesias, Rogers & Wilson 1992) and Kurucz tables at lower temperature (Kurucz 1991) ; interpolation in density and temperature was carried out by means of a sophisticated procedure incorporating a nine-parameter interpolating function (Houdek & Rogl 1993) . Convection was treated according to the B ohm-Vitense (1958) mixing-length formulation. Nuclear-reaction parameters were largely as given by Bahcall & Pinsonneault (1995) ; the initial abundances of the CNO elements were taken from Grevesse & Noels (1993) . Microscopic di usion and settling coe cients for helium were calculated using the expressions given by Christensen-Dalsgaard et al. (1993); we did not take into account di usion of heavier elements. Except where otherwise noted, the heavy-element abundance was Z = 0:02 and the age of the present Sun was taken to be 4.6 Gyr.
Evolution was started from a chemically homogeneous zero-age main-sequence model. The initial hydrogen abundance X 0 and the mixing-length parameter c were adjusted to obtain a model of solar luminosity and radius, taken to be 3:846 10 33 erg s ?1 and 6:9599 10 10 cm, respectively, for the model of the present Sun. Tests based on models with di ering numbers of mesh points or time steps show that the numerical relative errors in sound speed and density are unlikely to exceed 10 ?4 (see also ChristensenDalsgaard 1991a).
Compared to the models considered by ChristensenDalsgaard et al. (1993) the major changes result from improvements in the equation of state and a reduction in the assumed abundance of the CNO elements. The latter change tends to reduce the energy generation rate, leading to an increase in the hydrogen abundance required to calibrate the model, with consequent changes also to the structure of the convection zone. Some characteristics of the computed models are listed in Table 1 .
Adiabatic oscillation frequencies were calculated following the procedure described by ChristensenDalsgaard & Berthomieu (1991) ; in particular, the frequencies were obtained from Richardson extrapolation. The relative numerical error in the computed 
Inversions with a standard reference model
A distinctive feature of the LOWL data set is that it provides a substantial set of homogeneous low-and intermediate-degree frequencies derived from observations taken at the same time by the same instrument, and processed by the same analysis software. We can thus avoid combining di erent sets of frequencies at low-and intermediate-degree in order to be able to probe the solar structure all the way down into the inner core. The issue of using observations made at di erent times is of particular concern, since it is known that the p-mode frequencies change with solar activity, over timescales ranging from months to the full solar cycle (Elsworth et al. 1990 , Libbrecht & Woodard 1990 , Bachmann & Brown 1993 .
To investigate the e cacy of having a homogeneous data set, we compare the results of inverting the LOWL frequencies with those obtained by inverting three inhomogeneous data sets, comprising frequencies from the Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO) at degrees l 4 (Libbrecht, Woodard & Kaufman 1990) , and three versions of the frequencies from the BISON network, all for the same set of l < 4 modes (Elsworth et al. 1994) . One set of BISON frequencies were based on observations made at times of low solar activity, as indicated by a 10.7 cm radio ux < 130 units (with a mean value of 80 units). The second BISON frequency set were for times of high solar activity (radio ux > 130 units, with mean 181 units). Finally, since the BBSO observations were made in 1986 when solar activity was near its minimum, the third set of BISON frequencies were based on observations made at all levels of solar activity but corrected to a minimal level of radio ux (65 units) using the frequency shifts derived by Libbrecht (1992) : details are given by Elsworth et al. (1994) .
The results of inverting all four sets of frequencies to infer the di erence in squared sound speed between the Sun and reference model STD are shown in Fig. 1 . We are only able to form localized averaging kernels for radii 0:05 < r=R < 0:75; hence we only present results in this region. (The upper limit of the range could be moved closer to the surface if we had higherdegree data.) As can be seen, the results for the three inhomogeneous data sets di er from one another in the core, where the e ect of the low-degree data is In the LOWL case, vertical error bars denote the 1 ? standard errors; horizontal bars provide a measure of the resulution.
In the remaining cases, the solution is shown as a thick line, the thinner lines in the same style indicating 1 standard deviation error bars. most important. Using the high-activity BISON data produces a substantial apparent sound-speed di erence in the core. We emphasize that this is most unlikely to be a genuine sound speed di erence: rather, it is an error introduced into the inversion by the mismatch between the high-activity BISON observations and the BBSO observations, which were made at a time of minimum activity. Thus a temporal e ect on the frequencies is interpreted within the framework of the inversion as a spatial variation in sound speed. Signi cantly, the inhomogeneous results closest to those of LOWL come from the BISON data that were corrected to a radio ux of 65 units, i.e., where it has been attempted to correct for the mismatch between the levels of activity when the various BBSO and BISON observations were made. However, there are still marginally signi cant di erences between the LOWL and BBSO plus adjusted BISON results.
In order to match the LOWL mode set and thus facilitate a direct comparison, the combined BBSO and BISON mode sets used for Fig. 1 include only those modes with frequencies below 3500 Hz. In fact, the results exhibit similar trends if the full frequency range is used for the BBSO plus BISON sets: specically, the corrected set is closest to the LOWL result, the high-activity set furthest away.
Inversions with di erent reference models
The LOWL inversion in Fig. 1 shows small but signi cant di erences in sound speed between the Sun and reference model STD. These indicate some errors in the physics of the reference model or in the underlying assumptions, e.g. about the Sun's age. To investigate some possible causes of the discrepancies in sound speed, we use models with di erent physics or assumptions as reference models for the inversions.
First, however, to illustrate the importance of including helium di usion in the model, we compare the result of the last section with that obtained using a second`standard' model STD-ND that does not incorporate helium di usion. Figure 2 shows inferred sound-speed di erences (panel a) and density di erences (panel b) using either model STD (triangles) or model STD-ND (squares). For both sound speed and density, it is striking that the inferred di erences are much smaller when the reference model incorporates gravitational settling of helium. This strengthens the conclusion reached by Christensen-Dalsgaard, Proftt & Thompson (1993) , based on only an asymptotic inversion for sound speed. The improvement results partly from the increased convection-zone depth, evident from a comparison of Models STD-ND and STD in Table 1 ; this in turn comes about due to the increased hydrogen abundance, and hence increased opacity, near the base of the convection zone. The increase in the hydrogen abundance also directly contributes to increasing the sound speed below the convection zone and, through e ects in the hydrogen and helium ionization zones, to the increase in the density in the convection zone. Although the di erences with the nondi usive model are small by most astronomical standards, we are able e ectively to rule out this model because of the high precision of the frequencies.
The inferred di erences between even the di usive model and the Sun are signi cant, given the small error bars. In particular, both the sound-speed and density di erences indicate that the Sun's core structure is imperfectly modelled. The negative density di erences in r < 0:2R indicate that the Sun is less centrally condensed than the model: in fact, given the relatively poor radial resolution in that region, the di erence between Sun and model might locally be considerably larger than the extremal values obtained from the inversion. It is of interest therefore to investigate the e ect of further modi cations of the input physics. One can reduce the model's core density by a modest increase in the core opacity or by reducing the assumed age of the Sun. These e ects are illustrated by models NS-OPAC and NS-AGE of Table 1 : the core opacity in the former has been increased by 4.7% while in the latter the model has been evolved to match the observed solar radius and luminosity at an age of 4.5 Gyr rather than at our standard assumed age of 4.6 Gyr. In both cases, this is su cient to create a modest decrease in the central density relative to our standard di usive model STD and to reduce the absolute magnitude of the inferred density di erences = in r < 0:2R , as can be seen in the inversion results shown in Fig. 3 . In both cases, however, the discrepancy between Sun and model in the convection zone is substantially increased. Likewise the agreement in sound speed is actually made worse between 0:6R and 0:7R . From this, we conclude that such modi cations to the models cannot by themselves remove the discrepancies between Sun and model.
A rather better agreement with observation can be obtained if we increase di usion, by multiplying the hydrogen-abundance gradient term in Eq. (1) by a factor three, while leaving the settling velocity unchanged. The improved agreement in terms both of density and of sound speed can be judged from Fig. 3 . Admittedly this is an ad hoc modi cation, for which we do not o er any physical justi cation. We note, however, that it is similar to the modication proposed by Schatzman et al. (1981) in an attempt to solve the solar neutrino problem and account for observed surface abundances, and intended as a representation of rotationally induced turbulent di usion. Schatzman et al. considered di erent values of the factor Re multiplying the di usion coecient, in the range 50 { 200, to achieve a substantial reduction in the 37 Cl neutrino ux. It has since been shown (e.g. Lebreton & Maeder 1987; ChristensenDalsgaard 1991b ) that such substantial changes result in large discrepancies between the computed p-mode frequencies and those observed. In the present case, the changes are much more modest, and it can be seen by comparing models STD and NS-DIFF in Table 1 that the e ects on the neutrino uxes are not signi cant. Furthermore, it is evident from the results shown in Fig. 3 that those aspects of the computed frequencies which are relevant for the inversion are in better agreement with the observations than for the standard model. Di erences in other quantities between these two models are illustrated in Fig. 4 . It may be noted from the gure that the sound-speed and density model differences in the core are greater than 1%. No hint of these substantial di erences can be seen in the results of the inversions in Fig. 3 , however. This is a consequence of the smoothing caused by the averaging kernels in the relation between the inferred and actual di erences (cf. equation 2). In the core, the widths of the averaging kernels are relatively large (of order 0:05 ? 0:1R ) and so any sharp features in the true di erences are reduced in amplitude. Thus we cannot rule out the possibility that similar large but localized di erences exist between the Sun and our models in the central regions. We note in passing, however, that this does not invalidate our assertion that the inferred sound-speed di erences are significantly di erent from zero. Moreover, since the solutions with respect to two models at a given radius represent essentially the same weighted average, and the inferred averages have statistical errors at the level indicated by the error bars, it is meaningful to compare them at that level. Thus the improved agreement with the Sun in the properties of the core, resulting from the increased di usion, is certainly statistically signi cant.
The standard heavy-element abundance Z that we have adopted for all the models discussed so far has been 0:02. However, a recently published observational determination of Z=X = 0:0245 (Grevesse & Noels 1993 ) would indicate that one should adopt instead a somewhat lower value of Z. The principal effect of a modest reduction in the heavy-element abundance on the solar structure will come about through the associated reduction in opacity: to match the observed solar luminosity one then needs to increase the initial hydrogen abundance. To investigate this e ect, we have constructed a model with opacities appropriate to a value Z = 0:018 (NS-Z), the characteristics of which are listed in Table 1 . Such a model has a lower central temperature and lower neutrino uxes than does the standard model STD, albeit not low enough to provide a solution to the neutrino problem. However, this model is in much worse agreement with the Sun than either STD or NS-DIFF. A likely resolution of this puzzle comes from the gravitational settling of elements heavier than helium, which has not been included in any of our models. This would lead to the heavy-element abundance in the interior being somewhat higher than the observationally determined surface value. The magnitude of the heavyelement di usion in a solar model has been estimated Fig. 4 .| Di erences NS-DIFF minus STD, at xed distance r from the center. The solid and short-dashed lines show relative di erences in squared sound speed and density, respectively, whereas the long-dashed line shows the di erence in hydrogen abundance X. by Pro tt (1994) . His results indicate that the surface Z value is lower than the mean interior value by about 8%. Roughly similar results were obtained by Bahcall & Pinsonneault (1995) . Thus a surface value of Z = 0:018 would correspond roughly to an internal value of Z = 0:02. This then is consistent with our nding that a model with Z = 0:02 everywhere gives better agreement with the seismic measurements than a model with a global value of Z = 0:018. Taken with the latest surface Z=X determination, this therefore appears to be con rmation of the magnitude of heavyelement di usion predicted by Pro tt (1994).
Discussion
With the recent improvements in the observations of solar oscillation frequencies and the computation of solar models, there is strikingly good agreement between the \standard" solar models including helium settling and solar structure as inferred from helioseismic inversion. Nonetheless, there remain discrepancies which substantially exceed the observational errors. Amongst the modi cations tested here we found that an increase in the helium di usion coe cient was most successful in reducing the di erences in sound speed and density between the model and the Sun. This may be an indication of additional weak mixing of the solar interior. However, we cannot exclude that the remaining discrepancies might be eliminated instead through, for example, a suitable change in opacity.
We were motivated to consider the particular modi cations we tested by the observation that the Sun appears to be less centrally condensed than our standard model STD. So, for example, a younger Sun would have a lower central density, thus improving the agreement with the inversion in the core. However, further from the center of the Sun, lowering the age exacerbates the discrepancy shown by the inversion. We cannot thus rule out that the Sun might be younger, for some other discrepancy in the physics could counterbalance the discrepancy in the outer region, but we do conclude that lowering the assumed age (or any of the other individual modi cations we have considered) cannot alone account for the observed di erences in sound speed between Sun and model. The possible causes of the discrepancies in the inversion could evidently be constrained by independent information on some of the aspects which we have considered. For example, Guenther (1989) esti-mated the age of the present Sun as 4:5 0:04 Gyr from meteoritic ages. Imposing this constraint would have implied compensating changes in other aspects of the model, as is evident from our results for model NS-AGE. However, we note that in an independent analysis of meteoritic data Wasserburg (cf. Bahcall & Pinsonneault 1995) obtained an age of 4:57 0:02 Gyr, essentially consistent with our standard value of 4.6 Gyr. Thus we conclude that current estimates of the solar age do not yet provide a constraint on the models, at the level of precision which we have considered here.
We attribute much of the apparent success of this investigation to the use of a homogeneous set of frequencies, thus avoiding possible systematic errors resulting from combining data obtained with di erent instruments and at di erent epochs. Striking evidence for this comes from our comparison of the LOWL results with results obtained from combinations of BISON and BBSO observations (see also Basu et al. 1995a ). Inversion of BBSO data combined with BISON data corrected to solar minimum, i.e., the epoch of the BBSO observations, yielded inversion results in good agreement with those for the LOWL data; on the other hand, combination of the BBSO data with BISON data averaged over periods of high solar activity erroneously indicated a very substantial sound-speed di erence between the cores of the Sun and the model. We emphasize that without the comparison with the homogeneous LOWL data the apparent success of the data combination would have been di cult to assess. Also, there remain signi cant problems in the combination procedure: it assumes a speci c degree-independent relation between solar activity and frequency shifts which is subject to uncertainties; furthermore, it ignores potential systematic di erences in the frequencies resulting from the use of di erent observing and data-analysis techniques. Such problems are evidently avoided in data from a single instrument, spanning the entire required range of modes. On the other hand, data from whole-disk instruments (eg. Elsworth et al. 1994 , Fossat 1995 with their intrinsic very high stability, remain an important source of frequencies of low-degree modes. Thus it is of crucial importance to optimize ways of combining data from such instruments with results from spatially-resolved observations which minimize systematic shifts caused by di erences in observing periods or in the characteristics of the instruments and data analysis. Such data combination will also be indispensable for the full utilization of the groundbased helioseismic networks or the instruments on the SOHO satellite. Our results on the combined BBSO and BISON data, with correction for solar activity, are evidently promising for such e orts.
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